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IntroductionFontaine and Mazur have made the following extremely inuential conjecture(see [FM]).Conjecture A Suppose that� : Gal (Qac=Q) �! GLn(Qacl )is a continuous irreducible representation such that1. � is rami�ed at only �nitely many primes2. and the restriction of � to the decomposition group at l is potentiallysemi-stable in the sense of Fontaine.Then � occurs in the l-adic cohomology (with respect to a Tate twist of theconstant sheaf) of some variety de�ned over Q .We remark that it is now known that if � does occur in the l-adic cohomol-ogy of some variety de�ned over Q then (1) and (2) must hold. We also remarkthat it would follow from this conjecture that there is an integer w (depend-ing on �) such that for almost all p the eigenvalues of �(Frobp) are algebraicand for each embedding into C have absolute value pw=2. Finally we remarkthat, combining this conjecture with conjectures of Langlands, one further ex-pects that � has the same L-series as a cuspidal automorphic representationof GLn(A ), and so in particular its L-series has holomorphic continuation toC (except for a possible pole at s = 1 when n = 1) and satis�es a functionalequation (which can be made precise).The case n = 1 of the conjecture has been known to be true for sometime. Besides this the only known cases are for n = 2 where the methodsof Wiles [W], Taylor-Wiles [TW] and Skinner-Wiles [SW1] have been used toverify some cases of the conjecture. Except for a couple of isolated examples(see [SBT] and [Dic]) these methods have been restricted to the case where� has pro-soluble image. The purpose of this paper is to verify the Fontaine-Mazur conjecture in a signi�cant number of cases where the image of � is notpro-soluble. More precisely we prove the following theorem and its corollaries.(Here, and in the rest of this paper, c denotes complex conjugation and � thel-adic cyclotomic character.)Theorem B Let l be an odd prime and� : GQ �! GL2(Q acl )a continuous irreducible representation such that1



� � is unrami�ed at all but �nitely many primes,� det �(c) = �1,� and �jGl � � �n�1 �0 �2 �for some n 2 Z>0 and some �nitely rami�ed characters �1; �2 for which(�n�1��12 )(Il) is not pro-l.Then there is a totally real �eld E, a regular algebraic cuspidal automorphicrepresentation � of GL2(A E ) and a place � of the �eld of coe�cients of �above l such that ��;� (the �-adic representation associated to �) is equivalentto �.Combining this with a result of Brylinski-Labesse [BL], Langlands' cyclicbase change [L] and a theorem of Brauer we obtain the following corollary.Corollary C Keep the assumptions of theorem B and choose an isomorphismi : Qacl �! C . For all but �nitely many primes p the trace and determinant of�(Frobp) lie in Q ac and we haveji(tr �(Frobp))j � 2pn=2:We de�ne the L-function of � with respect to i to beL(i�; s) = (1� i�1;Il(Frobl)=ls�n)�1(1� i�2;Il(Frobl)=ls)�1Qp6=l i det(1� �Ip(Frobp)=ps)�1;ecept we drop the factor (1� i�1;Il(Frobl)=ls�n)�1 if n = 1 and �1 = �2. Thisconverges uniformly absolutely for the real part of s su�ciently large. We alsode�ne the conductor N(�) to be the productN(�1)N(�2)Yp6=l N(�jGp);except we replace N(�1 by l if n = 1 and �1 = �2 is unrami�ed, and we dropthe factor N(�1) if n = 1 and �1 = �2 is rami�ed. (Here N(�jGp) (resp.N(�i)) is the usual conductor of �jGp (resp. �i).)The function L(i�; s) has unique meromorphic continuation to the wholecomplex plane and satis�es a functional equationN(�)s=2(2�)�s�(s)L(i�; s) = WN(�)(n+1�s)=2(2�)s�1�n�(n+ 1� s)L(i(�
 �n(det �)�1); n+ 1� s);where jW j = 1. 2



In particular this has the following consequence.Corollary D Suppose that A=Q is an abelian variety, M is a number �eldwith [M : Q ] = dimA and that j : OM ,! End (A=Q). Then the L-functionof A (relative to an embedding M ,! C ) has meromorphic continuation to thewhole complex plane and satis�es a functional equationN(A)s=2(2�)�s�(s)L(A; s) = WN(A)(2�s)=2(2�)s�2�(2� s)L(A_; 2� s);where N(A) denotes the conductor of A and where jW j = 1.Alternatively combining theorem B with a result of Blasius and Rogawski[BR] and restriction of scalars, we obtain the following corollary.Corollary E Keep the assumptions of theorem B and if n = 1 further assumethat� for some prime p 6= l we have�jGp � � �� �0 � � :Then � occurs in the l-adic cohomology (with coe�cients in some Tate twistof the constant sheaf) of some variety over Q . If n = 1 then there exists anumber �eld M , a prime � of M above l, an abelian variety A=Q of dimension[M : Q ] and an embedding OM ,! End (A=Q) such that � is equivalent to therepresentation on the �-adic Tate module of A.Combining this corollary with (a slight generalisation of) the main resultof [Ram] we get the following theorem, which may lend some support to a veryimportant conjecture of Serre (see [S2]).Theorem F Suppose that l is an odd prime and that� : GQ �! GL2(Facl )is a continuous irreducible representation such that det �(c) = �1 and�jGl � � �1 �0 �2 �with �1jIl 6= �2jIl. Then there exists a number �eld M , a prime � of Mabove l, an abelian variety A=Q of dimension [M : Q ] and an embeddingOM ,! End (A=Q) such that � is equivalent to the representation of GQ onA[�]. 3



We remark that we have not tried to optimise the conditions in these resultsand some improvement is certainly possible.Let us briey describe the proof of theorem B. Let � denote a reduction of�. The case where � is reducible is the main result of [SW1]. The case where� is irreducible but soluble follows from the results of [L], [Tu], [W], [TW],[Dia1] and [SW3]. In this paper we treat the case where � has insoluble image.By the methods of [W] and [TW] and their extension to totally real �elds byDiamond ([Dia2]), Fujiwara ([F]) and Skinner and Wiles ([SW2] and [SW3]),the key point here is to prove that �jGal (Eac=E) is modular for some totally real�eld E.To describe how we do this, let us for simplicity assume that � has cyclo-tomic determinant. We �nd totally real �elds E and M , a rational prime pand an abelian variety A=E such that� p and l are unrami�ed in E,� dimA = [M : Q ],� there is an embedding i : OM ,! End (A=E),� there is a prime �jl ofOM such that A[�](Eac) is equivalent to �jGal (Eac=E)as a Gal (Eac=E)-module,� A has good ordinary reduction at all primes of OE above p,� there is a prime } of OM above p such that the action of Gal (Eac=E)on A[}](Eac) is of the form Ind Gal (Eac=E)Gal (Lac=L) � for some totally imaginaryquadratic extension L=E not contained in E(�p) and some character �of Gal (Lac=L).Given such E,M , p and A the above mentioned results of Diamond, Fujiwaraand Skinner and Wiles show that the }-adic Tate module of A is modular andhence that � is modular.Having made a suitable choice for M and p the problem of �nding a suit-able E and A comes down to a problem of constructing points on certainHilbert-Blumental modular varieties over totally real �elds in which p andl are unrami�ed. To this end we employ the following general criterion ofMoret-Bailly [M] which reduces the problem to local problems at 1, l and p.Theorem G (Moret-Bailly) Let K be a number �eld and S a �nite set ofplaces of K. There is a unique maximal extension KS=K (inside a given al-gebraic closure of K) in which all places of S split completely. (For example,4



Q f1g is the maximal totally real �eld.) Suppose that X=SpecK is a geometri-cally irreducible smooth quasi-projective scheme and that, for all v 2 S, X(Kv)is non-empty. Then X(KS) is Zariski dense in X.NotationThroughout this paper l will be an odd rational prime.If K is a perfect �eld we will let Kac denote its algebraic closure and GKdenote its absolute Galois group Gal (Kac=K). If moreover p is a prime numberdi�erent from the characteristic of K then we will let �p : GK ! Z�p denotethe p-adic cyclotomic character and !p the Teichmuller lift of �p mod p. In thecase p = l we will drop the subscripts and write simply � = �l and ! = !l.If K is a local �eld we will let WK denote the Weil group of K. If K is anumber �eld and x is a �nite place of K we will write Gx for a decompositiongroup above x, Ix for the inertia subgroup of Gx and Frobx for an arithmeticFrobenius element in Gx=Ix. We will also let OK denote the integers of K, dKthe di�erent of K and k(x) denote the residue �eld of OK at x. We will let cdenote complex conjugation on C .We will write �N for the group scheme of N th roots of unity. We will writeW (k) for the Witt vectors of k. If G is a group, H a normal subgroup ofG and � a representation of G, then we will let �H (resp. �H) denote therepresentation of G=H on the H-invariants (resp. H-coinvariants) of �.Suppose that A=K is an abelian variety with and action of OM for somenumber �eld M over a perfect �eld K. Suppose also that X is a �nite indexOM -submodule of a free OM -module. If X is free with basis e1; :::; er then byA
OM X we shall simply mean Ar. Note that for any ideal a of OM we havea canonical isomorphism(A
OM X)[a] �= A[a]
OM X:In general if Y � X � aY with Y free and a a non-zero ideal of OM then wewill set (A
OM X) = (A
OM aY )=(A[a]
OM X=aY ):This is canonically independent of the choice of Y � X and again we get anidenti�cation (A
OM X)[a] �= A[a]
OM X:If X has an action of some OM algebra then A 
OM X canonically inher-its such an action. We also get a canonical identi�cation (A 
OM X)_ �=5



A_ 
OM Hom(X;Z). Suppose that � : A ! A_ is a polarisation which in-duces an involution c on M . Note that c equals complex conjugation for everyembedding M ,! C . Suppose also that f : X ! Hom(X;Z) is c-semilinearfor the action of OM . If for all x 2 X � f0g, the totally real number f(x)(x)is totally strictly positive then � 
 f : A 
OM X ! (A 
OM X)_ is again apolarisation.If � is an ideal of OM prime to the characteristic of K we will write �A;� forthe representation of GK on A[�](Kac). If � is prime we will write T�A for the�-adic Tate module of A, V�A for T�A
ZQ and �A;� for the representation ofGK on V�A. We have a canonical isomorphism T�(A
CM X) �! (T�A)
OM X.Suppose that F is a totally real number �eld and that � is an algebraiccuspidal automorphic representation of GL2(A F ) with �eld of de�nition (orcoe�cients) M � C . In some cases, including the cases that �1 is regularand the case �1 is weight (1; :::; 1), then it is known that M is a CM num-ber �eld and that for each prime � of OM there is a continuous irreduciblerepresentation ��;� : GF ! GL2(M�)canonically associated to �. (See [Ta1] for details.) We may always conjugate��;� so that it is valued in GL2(OM;�) and then reduce it to get a continuousrepresentation GF ! GL2(OM=�). If for one such choice of conjugate theresulting representation is irreducible then it is independent of the choice ofconjugate and we will denote it ��;�.1 A potential version of Serre's conjectureSuppose that l is an odd prime and that k=Fl is a �nite extension. Supposealso that F is a totally real �eld and that� : GF �! GL2(k)is a continuous representation such that� � has insoluble image,� for every place v of F above l we have�jGv � � ���1v �0 �v �� and for every complex conjugation c, det �(c) = �1.6



For v a prime of F above l let eFv denote the smallest totally tamely rami�edextension of Fv over which �v becomes unrami�ed.Let � denote a primitive #k� root of unity and let N0 = Q (�;p1� 4l).Note that l is unrami�ed in N0 and that each prime of N0 above l has residue�eld isomorphic to k. Choose a prime �0 of N0 above l and an isomorphismON0=�0 �= k. For v a prime of F above l set�v = �bv((1 +p1� 4l)=2)[k(v):Fl ]with bv chosen so that �v � �v(�v) mod �0 for �v 2 G eFv a lift of Frobv. Lete�v denote the unique character from WFv to N�0 which,� if �2v 6= 1, takes �v to �v and on inertia is the Teichmuller lift of �v� and, if �2v = 1, is the Teichmuller lift of �v.Choose an odd prime p 6= l such that� at all primes w of F above p, � is unrami�ed and �(Frobw) has distincteigenvalues,� p splits completely in the Hilbert class �eld of N0,� p splits completely in (F ac)ker(��1 det �)� and p is coprime to �v � �cv for all places v of F above l.Also choose a prime }0 of N0 above p. For each place w of F above p choose�0w 2 Z[(1 +p1� 4l)=2] with norm p (possible because p splits completely inthe Hilbert class �eld of Q ((1 +p1� 4l)=2)) and set�w = �aw�0wwith aw chosen so that �w is congruent modulo � to an eigenvalue of �(Frobw).Lemma 1.1 Let p be a rational prime, O the integers of a �nite extension ofQ p and F the residue �eld of O. Let K be a totally real �eld and L=K a totallyimaginary quadratic extension in which every place of K above p splits. LetS be a �nite set of �nite places of K which split in L and suppose S containsall places of K above p. Let SL be a set of places of L above S which containsexactly one place above every element of S.Let � : GK ! O� be a continuous homomorphism� which takes every complex conjugation to �17



� and which is of the form �np times a �nite order character for some n 2 Z.Also for each x 2 SL let  x : GLx ! F� be a continuous homomorphism.Then there is a �nite extension of the fraction �eld of O with integers O0and residue �eld k0, and a continuous character  : GL ! (O0)� such that� for all x 2 SL,  jGLx is �nitely rami�ed and reduces to  x� and det Ind GKGL  = �.Proof: We can choose a character  0 : GL ! (O0)� such that� ��1p det Ind GKGL  0 has �nite order� and  0jIx is �nite order for all x 2 SL.Looking for  of the form  n0 0 we reduce to the case that n = 0. We mayalso suppose that SL generates the class group of L.For x 2 SL let  x : L�x ! O� be the character corresponding by class �eldtheory to the Teichmuller lift of  x. Let �0 be the character of A �K associatedby class �eld theory to � times the quadratic character of GK with kernel GL.We must �nd a character  : A �L =L� ! (O0)� which restricts to �0 on A �K andto  x on L�x for all x 2 SL. Let L�S (resp. K�S ) denote the subgroup of L�(resp. K�) which is supported on SL (resp. S). Let T denote the set of �niteplaces of K which are not in S and at which �0 is rami�ed. For x 2 T choosean extension  x of �0jO�K;x to O�L;x. Let 0 : (Yx2S L�x �Yx2T O�L;x)=K�S �! (O0)�denote the unique character which� coincides with �0 on (Qx2S K�x �Qx2T O�K;x)=K�S ,� coincides with  x on L�y for y 2 SL� and which coincides with  x on O�L;x for x 2 T .It su�ces to �nd a continuous character : (Yx2S L�x �Yy2T O�L;y � Yy 62S[T(O�L;y=O�K;y))=L�S �! (O0)�
8



which extends  0. Equivalently we must �nd a continuous characterYy 62S[T(O�L;y=O�K;y) �! (O0)�which coincides with  0 on L�S =K�S .As  0 has �nite order it su�ces to show that any �nite index subgroup ofL�S =K�S contains the preimage of some open subgroup of Qy 62S[T O�L;y=O�K;y.Considering the commutative diagramL�S =K�S c�1,! L�S# #Qy 62S[T O�L;y=O�K;y c�1,! Qy 62S[T O�L;y;and recalling that L�S is a �nitely generated abelian group, we see that we onlyneed prove that for any positive integer n the subgroup (L�S )n � L�S containsthe preimage of some open subgroup of Qy 62S[T O�L;y. This is presumably wellknown, see for instance lemma 2.1 of [Ta2]. 2Thus we may choose a quadratic extension L=F and a continuous character : GL ! (Nac0;}0)� such that� L is a totally imaginary �eld not contained in F adjoin a primitive pthroot of 1;� each place v of F above l splits as v1vc1 in L and  jWLv1 = e�v in(ON0=}0)ac;� each place w of F above p splits as w1wc1 in L and  jGw1 is unrami�edand takes arithmetic Frobenius to a lift of �w 2 ON0=}0;� and det Ind GFGL = �p.Let  : GL ! ((ON0=}0)ac)� denote the reduction of  . Note that for anyprime v of F above l we have  jGv1 6=  cjGv1 (as �v � �cv is coprime to p).Choose N=N0 be a Galois CM extension such that� primes above l split in N=N0,� primes above p are unrami�ed in N=N0� and there is a prime } above }0 such that  has image in ON=}.9



Let � denote a prime of ON above �0 and let M denote the maximal totallyreal sub�eld of N .By an ordered invertible OM -module we shall mean an invertible OM -moduleX together with a choice of connected componentX+x of (X
Mx)�f0gfor each in�nite place x of M . By the standard ordered invertible OM -moduleO+M we shall mean (OM ; f(M�x )0g), where (M�x )0 denotes the connected com-ponent of 1 in M�x . By an M -HBAV over a �eld K we shall mean a triple(A; i; j) where� A=K is an abelian variety of dimension [M : Q ],� i : OM ,! End (A=K)� and j : O+M �! P(A; i) is an isomorphism of ordered invertible OM -modules.Here P(A; i) is the invertibleOM module of symmetric (i.e. f_ = f) homomor-phisms f : (A; i)! (A_; i_) which is ordered by taking the unique connectedcomponent of (P(A; i)
Mx) which contains the class of a polarisation. (Seesection 1 of [Rap].)Lemma 1.2 For each place v of F above l we can �nd anM-HBAV (Av; iv; jv)over Fv such that� Av either has potentially good ordinary reduction or potentially multi-plicative reduction,� the action of Gv on Av[�jM ] is equivalent to �jGv� and the action of Gv on Av[}jM ] is equivalent to  v1 �  vc1.Proof: First suppose that �2v = 1, so that (by twisting) we may supposethat �v = 1. The extension �jGv is described by a class inq 2 H1(Gv; k(�)) �= F�v =(F�v )l 
Fl k �= F�v 
Zd�1M =�d�1M :We may choose q0 2 F�v 
Z}d�1M � F�v 
Zd�1Msuch that q0 reduces to q 2 F�v 
Zd�1M =�d�1M . Now set q = q0q1, where we chooseq1 2 F�v 
Z }�d�1M such that trM=Q(av(q1)) > �trM=Q(av(q0)) for all totallypositive elements a 2 OM . According to section 2 of [Rap] there is aM -HBAV(Av; iv; jv)=Fv such that Av(F acv ) �= ((F acv )�
d�1M )=OMq as a OM [Gv]-module.This triple su�ces to prove the lemma in this case.10



Secondly suppose that �2v 6= 1. By the theory of Honda and Tate we can�nd a simple ordinary abelian variety A0=k(v) of dimension [Q(�v ) : Q ]=2and an isomorphism i0 : OQ(�v ) �! End (A=k(v)) such that A0[l](k(v)ac) isisomorphic to OQ(�v )=(�cv) and �v is the Frobenius endomorphism of A0=k(v).Choose a polarisation �0 : A0 ! A_0 . The corresponding Rosati involutionmust correspond to complex conjugation on OQ(�v ). Set A1 = A0 
OQ(�v) ON ,an ordinary abelain variety of dimension [M : Q ] over k(v) with an embeddingi1 : ON ,! End (A1=k(v)). Then A1[l](k(v)ac) �= ON=(�cv) and �v is theFrobenius endomorphism. The polarisation �0 and the pairingON �ON �! OQ(�)(a; b) 7�! trN=Q(�)(abc)de�nes a polarisation �1 : A1 ! A_1 such that the �1-Rosati involution acts asc on ON . The choice of �1 makes HomOM (A1; A_1 ) isomorphic to a fractionalideal a ofON . The symmetric elements then correspond to a\M with the orderstructure coming from the subset of totally positive elements. If we replaceA1 by A1=A1[b] for some ideal b of ON then P(A1; i1) is replaced by abbc \Mwith the order structure coming from the totally positive elements. The normmap from the class group of N to the class group of M is surjective, becausethe Hilbert class �eld ofM is contained in that of N and being totally positiveis disjoint from N over M . Thus replacing A1 by A1=A1[b] for a suitable b wemay suppose that (A1; i1jOM ) extends to a M -HBAV (A1; i1jOM ; j1).Let e�0v denote the unique continuous unrami�ed extension of e�vjW eFv to acharacter Gv �! O�N;(�cv) �= O�M;l:Serre-Tate theory tells us that liftings of the triple (A1; i1jOM ; j1) to O eFvare parametrised by the extensions of Ml=OM;l(e�0v) by �l1 
 OM((e�0v)�1) asBarsotti-Tate groups over O eFv ; that is by a subgroupH1f (G eFv ;OM;l(�(e�0v)�2)) � H1(G eFv ;OM;l(�(e�0v)�2)):(If e�2v 6= 1 thenH1f (G eFv ;OM;l(�(e�0v)�2)) = H1(G eFv ;OM;l(�(e�0v)�2));while if e�2v = 1 then H1f (G eFv ;OM;l(�(e�0v)�2)) corresponds by Kummer theoryto (O�eFv)^ 
OM;l � ( eF�v )^ 
OM;l;11



where X^ denotes l-adic completion of X.) We will write (Ax; ix; jx) for thelift corresponding to an element x of the group H1f (G eFv ;OM;l(�(e�0v)�2)). If� 2 Gal ( eFv=Fv) then �(Ax; ix; jx) = (A�x; i�x; j�x):If  2 ON then i1() lifts to a homomorphism from (Ax; ix; jx) to (Ay; iy; jy)if and only if c = 1 and 2x = y, where we let ON acts on OM;l via themap ON ! ON;�cv �= OM;l. Thus to give a triple (A; i; j) over Fv whichrestricts to some lift of (A1; i1; j1) over eFv is the same as giving a character : Gal ( eFv=Fv) ! �1(N) and an element x 2 H1f (G eFv ;OM;l(�(e�0v)�2)) suchthat �x =  (�)2x for all � 2 Gal ( eFv=Fv), i.e. by continuous characters�0 : Gv ! O�M;l with �0jW eFv = e�vjG eFv and elementsx 2 H1(G eFv ;OM;l(�(�0)�2))Gal (L=K) \H1f (G eFv ;OM;l(�e��2v )):Note that H1(G eFv ;OM;l(�(�0)�2))Gal (L=K) \H1f (G eFv ;OM;l(�e��2v ))is a subgroup of H1(Gv;OM;l(�(�0)�2)), and equals H1(Gv;OM;l(�(�0)�2)) if(�0v)2 6= 1.Choose x 2 H1(Gv;OM;l(�e��2v )) so that its �-componentx� 2 H1(Gv;OM;�(�e��2v ))maps to the class of the extension �jGv in H1(Gv;OM=�(���2v )). This is pos-sible as H2(Gv;OM;�(�e��2v )) = (0) (as it is dual to H0(Gv;M�=OM;�(e�2v))).Finally let (Av; iv; jv))=K correspond to (e�v; x). 2Lemma 1.3 For each place w of F above p there is an M-HBAV (Aw; iw; jw)over Fw such that� Aw has good ordinary reduction,� the action of Gw on Aw[�jM ] is equivalent to �jGw� and the action of Gw on both Av[}jM ] is equivalent to  w1 �  wc1.Proof: This is proved in the same way as lemma 1.2 but is much easier sowe leave the details to the reader. 2 12



Lemma 1.4 For each in�nite place x of F there is an M-HBAV (Ax; ix; jx)over Fx.Proof: Choose an elliptic curve E=Fx and set Ax = E
ZOM . Let ix be thecanonical action of OM on Ax. Finally Ax has a polarisation corresponding tothe unique principal polarisation on E and the pairing OM �OM ! Z whichsends (a; b) 7! tr (ab). This shows that P(Ax; ix) �= O+M . 2Let V�=F be the two dimensional (OM=�)-vector space scheme correspond-ing to � and �x an alternating isomorphism a� of V� with its Cartier dual. Alsolet V} be the two dimensional (OM=})-vector space scheme corresponding toInd GFGL and �x an alternating isomorphism a} of V} with its Cartier dual. Asin section 1 of [Rap] we see that there is a �ne moduli space X=F for quin-tuples (A; i; j;m�; m}) where (A; i; j) is an M -HBAV, m� : V� �! A[�] andm} : V} �! A[}] such that a� corresponds to the j(1)-Weil pairing on A[�]and a} corresponds to the j(1)-Weil pairing on A[}]. (To de�ne the moduliproblem over a general base one must proceed as in section 1 of [Rap]. To seethat the moduli space is �ne note that ker(GL2(OM;�) !! GL2(OM=�)) hasno element of �nite order other than the identity.) As in section 1 of [Rap]one can see that X is smooth and one can describe for any in�nite place x ofF the complex manifold X(F 
Fx C ) as a quotient of the product of [M : Q ]copies of the upper half complex plane and deduce that X is geometricallyconnected.It follows from lemmas 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4 that for any place x of F above l, por in�nity we have X(Fv) 6= ;. (Note that �jGx and (Ind GFGL )jGx are reducibleand so any alternating isomorphisms of V��Fx or V}�Fx with its Cartier dualare equivalent.) Applying a theorem of Moret-Bailly [M], which we recalledin the introduction (theorem G), we obtain a totally real �eld E=F in whichevery place above l and p split completely and a M -HBAV (A; i; j)=E suchthat� the representation of GE on A[�] is equivalent to �jGE� and the representation of GE on A[}] is equivalent to (Ind GFGL )jGE .Note that (Ind GFGL )jGE is absolutely irreducible, because for any place x of Eabove p the restriction of  to the two places of LE above x are di�erent. Alsonote that A has semi-stable reduction at any prime x of E above p, becauseA[�] is unrami�ed at x and ker(GL2(OM;�) !! GL2(OM=�)) has no elementof �nite order other than the identity. Finally note that T}A is ordinary atany prime x of E above p, because A is semistable at x, Ex �= Q p and theIx-coinvariants of A[}] are non-trivial.13



In some cases we can conclude a little more.Lemma 1.5 Suppose that v is an unrami�ed place of F above l and that xis a place of E above v. Suppose also that �2vjIv = �njIv for some integer0 � n < l� 1. Suppose �nally that if �jGv is semisimple then n 6= 1. Then therepresentation of Gx on T�A
 Q l has the form� �(�0v)�1 �0 �0v �where �0v is a tamely rami�ed lift of �v.Proof: To prove the lemma we may �rst replace A by A
OM ON and thenreplace A by a twist so that� the representation of Gx on A[�] has the form� ��1 �0 �2 �with �2 unrami�ed and �1jIx � ��n� and the representation of Gx on A[}] has the form  1 �  2 with  2unrami�ed and  1jIx = !�n.We must show that the representation of Gx on T�A
 Q l has the form� ��01 �0 �02 �where �02 is an unrami�ed lift of �2.Looking at the action of Gx on T}A we see that either A has multiplicativereduction over Ex or it has good reduction over Ex(�l). If it has multiplicativereduction then �1 is unrami�ed and the result is clear.Suppose it has good reduction over Ex(�l). We will also denote by A theNeron model of A overW (k(x)ac)[�l]. The only possible simple subquotients ofthe �nite at group scheme A[�]=W (k(x)ac)[�l] are Z=lZ and �l. As there areno non-trivial extensions of Z=lZ by Z=lZ nor of �l by �l over W (k(x)ac)[�l]we see that there is a short exact sequence(0) �! �[ON=�:Fl ]l �! A[�] �! (Z=lZ)[ON=�:Fl ] �! (0)over W (k(x)ac)[�l]. (We are using connected-etale exact sequence and the factthat Lie (A[�]� Facl ) has dimension [ON=� : Fl ].) In particular A has ordinaryreduction. If �jGv is not semi-simple we are done.14



So suppose �jGv is semi-simple. Then Ix either acts on Lie (A[�]� Facl ) by��n or ��1, according as A[�]0 � ��1 or �2 as Gx-modules. (See section 5 of[Ed].) If it acted by ��1 then it would also act by !�1 on some subquotientof A[}] (see appendix B of [CDT]). Hence �1jIx = !, which we are assumingdoes not occur when A[�] is semi-simple as a Gx-module. 2Because (Ind GFGL )jGE is modular we may apply theorem 5.1 of [SW3] todeduce that T}A is modular and hence that T�A is modular. Thus we haveproved the following theorem in the case that � has insoluble image. The casethat � has soluble image follows from known cases of the strong Artin conjec-ture (see [Tu], and [RT] for how to use congruences to ensure the regularity of�).Theorem 1.6 Suppose that l is an odd prime and that k=Fl is a �nite exten-sion. Suppose also that F is a totally real �eld and that� : GF �! GL2(k)is a continuous irreducible representation such that1. for every place v of F above l we have�jGv � � ���1v �0 �v �2. and for every complex conjugation c we have det �(c) = �1.Then there is a �nite Galois totally real extension E=F in which every primeof F above l splits completely, a regular algebraic cuspidal automorphic repre-sentation � of GL2(A E ) and a place �0 of the �eld of coe�cients of � above lsuch that ��;�0 � �jGE .Moreover E, � and �0 may be chosen so that the following holds. If x isan unrami�ed prime of E above l such that� �2xjIx = �njIx� and �(Ix) does not consist of scalar matrices,then ��;�0 jGx � � �(�0x)�1 �0 �0x �where �0x is a tamely rami�ed lift of �x.15



Corollary 1.7 Suppose that l is an odd prime and that k=Fl is a �nite exten-sion. Suppose also that F is a totally real �eld and that� : GF �! GL2(k)is a continuous irreducible representation such that for every complex conju-gation c we have det �(c) = �1. Then there is a �nite Galois totally realextension E=F in which every prime of F above l is unrami�ed with inertialdegree at most 2, a regular algebraic cuspidal automorphic representation �of GL2(A E ) and a place �0 of the �eld of coe�cients of � above l such that��;�0 � �jGE .Moreover let T denote the set of unrami�ed primes v of F above l suchthat �(Iv) does not consist of scalar matrices and�jGv � � �v;1 �0 �v;2 �with (�2��11 )jIv = �njIv for some n 2 Z=(l � 1)Z. Then we may choose E, �and �0 so that for any place x of E above a place v 2 T we have��;�0 jGx � � �0x;1 �0 �0x;2 �where �0x;2 is a tamely rami�ed lift of �v;2.2 ApplicationsTheorem 2.1 Let l be an odd prime and� : GQ �! GL2(Q acl )a continuous irreducible representation such that� � is unrami�ed at all but �nitely many primes,� det �(c) = �1,� and �jGl � � �n�1 �0 �2 �for some n 2 Z>0 and some �nitely rami�ed characters �1; �2 for which(�n�1��12 )(Il) is not pro-l. 16



Then there is a �nite Galois totally real extension E=Q , a regular algebraiccuspidal automorphic representation � of GL2(A E ) and a place �0 of the �eldof coe�cients of � above l such that ��;�0 � �.Proof: Let � denote a reduction of some conjugate of � which is valuedin GL2(OQacl ). If � is reducible then the theorem follows from theorem A of[SW1]. If � is induced from a character of a real quadratic �eld then � ismodular (of weight 1) and so the theorem follows from theorem 5.1 of [SW3].Otherwise � remains irreducible on restriction to any totally real �eld. In thiscase the theorem follows from combining corollary 1.7 with theorem 5.1 of[SW3]. 2Corollary 2.2 Keep the assumptions of theorem 2.1 and choose an isomor-phism i : Qacl �! C . For all but �nitely many primes p the trace and determi-nant of �(Frobp) lie in Q ac and we haveji(tr �(Frobp))j � 2pn=2:We de�ne the L-function of � with respect to i to beL(i�; s) = (1� i�1;Il(Frobl)=ls�n)�1(1� i�2;Il(Frobl)=ls)�1Qp6=l i det(1� �Ip(Frobp)=ps)�1;ecept we drop the factor (1� i�1;Il(Frobl)=ls�n)�1 if n = 1 and �1 = �2. Thisconverges uniformly absolutely for the real part of s su�ciently large. We alsode�ne the conductor N(�) to be the productN(�1)N(�2)Yp6=l N(�jGp);except we replace N(�1 by l if n = 1 and �1 = �2 is unrami�ed, and we dropthe factor N(�1) if n = 1 and �1 = �2 is rami�ed. (Here N(�jGp) (resp.N(�i)) is the usual conductor of �jGp (resp. �i).)The function L(i�; s) has unique meromorphic continuation to the wholecomplex plane and satis�es a functional equationN(�)s=2(2�)�s�(s)L(i�; s) = WN(�)(n+1�s)=2(2�)s�1�n�(n+ 1� s)L(i(�
 �n(det �)�1); n+ 1� s);where jW j = 1. 17



Proof: We will simply sketch the proof. the �rst assertion follows on com-bining theorem 2.1 with theorem 3.4.6 of [BL]. This implies the uniformabsolute convergence of the L-function in some right half-plane.By Brauer's theorem (see for instance [S1], theorems 16 and 19 in sections8.5 and 10.5 respectively), we may �nd �eld Fj � E such that Gal (E=Fj) issoluble, characters �j : Gal (E=Fj) ! (Q ac)� and integers nj such that thetrivial representation of Gal (E=Q ) has the formXj njInd GQGFj�j:Let �j also denote the corresponding character of A �Fj =F�j . By the argumentof the last paragraph of the proof of theorem 2.4 of [Ta2], we see that there isa regular algebraic cuspidal automorphic representation �j of GL2(A Fj ) suchthat �jGFj � ��j ;l. ThenL(i�; s) =Yj L(�j 
 (�j � det); s)nj :2Corollary 2.3 Suppose that A=Q is an abelian variety, M is a number �eldwith [M : Q ] = dimA and that j : OM ,! End (A=Q). Then the L-functionof A (relative to an embedding M ,! C ) has meromorphic continuation to thewhole complex plane and satis�es a functional equationN(A)s=2(2�)�s�(s)L(A; s) = WN(A)(2�s)=2(2�)s�2�(2� s)L(A_; 2� s);where N(A) denotes the conductor of A and where jW j = 1.Proof: By the last corollary it su�ces to �nd a prime � of M such tha T�Ais ordinary at l. Fix a prime � of M . Using the Weil bound, we see that itsu�ces to �nd a prime l > 3 which is unrami�ed in M , at which A has goodreduction, which does not divide the residue characteristic of � and such thattr �A;�(Frobl) 6= 0:The construction of such a prime l is a standard application of the Cebotarevdensity theorem. 2Corollary 2.4 Keep the assumptions of theorem 2.1 and if n = 1 furtherassume that 18



� for some prime p 6= l we have�jGp � � �� �0 � � :Then � occurs in the l-adic cohomology (with coe�cients in some Tate twistof the constant sheaf) of some variety over Q . If n = 1 then there exists anumber �eld M , a prime � of M above l, an abelian variety A=Q of dimension[M : Q ] and an embedding OM ,! End (A=Q) such that�A;� � �:Proof: The �rst part follows by combining theorem 2.1 with theorem 2.5.1of [BR] and using restriction of scalars.By theorem 2.1 and (for instance) theorem 4.12 (and proposition 2.5) of[H] there is a a totally real �eld E, a number �eld N , a prime �0 of N abovel, an abelian variety B=E of dimension [N : Q ] and an embedding ON ,!End (B=E) such that �B;�0 � �jGE :Let C denote the restriction of scalars from E to Q of B. ThenEnd ON (C=Q) 
ZQ �= P � rMi=1 Mi;where all simple constituents of P are non-abelian and where Mi are �niteextensions of N . We have a corresponding decomposition up to isogenyC � AP � rMi=1 Ai;where OMi �! End ON (Ai=Q). Note thatV�0C �= Ind GQGEV�0B �= X � Ywhere X � � but X is not equivalent to any subquotient of Y . By Faltingstheorem (End ON (C=Q) 
ZQ)�0 has a corresponding decomposition PX � PYwhere PX ,! End (X) and PY ,! End (Y ). Thus for some choice of i = 1; :::; rand some prime �i of Mi above �0 we have V�iA1 = X. Take M =Mi, � = �iand A = Ai. 2Our �nal theorem results by combining the last with a beautiful result ofRamakrishna [Ram] (but see theorem 1.3 of [Ta2] for the precise formulationwe are using here). 19
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